
LED display solutions for control rooms

SCREEN THE F UTURE

Screen your dreams



Professionals dedicated to controlling and monitoring, 
and even directing remote operations, need visual 
media that faithfully reproduce all actions to make 
the best decision in real time.

Inspiring screens for anticipating the future



High-de!nition screens are crucial when 

delivering an accurate and reliable visual 

experience can make all the difference in 

critical decision-making environments where 

there is no room for failure.

INFiLED display solutions are ready to monitor 

all kinds of information in perfect detail and 

have been designed to be operative 24/7 

offering clear and crisp visuals, as well as 

taking care of the visual health of operators.



SCREEN YOUR SPACES

Access the most reliable information

INFiLED displays are the most reliable canvas 

for ensuring you do not miss any detail.

Telecom & IT

This type of control room serves to 

continuously monitor the performance of the 

network and to identify and resolve any issue 

to ensure optimal service. A reliable solution 

and "exible installations can connect to 

different technologies and allow multiple 

display con!gurations.

Traf!c control

Traf!c control solutions require 24/7 reliability 

and superior image quality that ensures clear 

and reliable visualisation of data.

Command control room

Bright and crisp displays are essential tools 

that increase the visibility of critical data and 

improve interpretation, speed and 

effectiveness of action.

Screens are monitoring points both for controlling and 
commanding, helping us to take care of our operations 
and assets.

Screens and professionals united to control



Telecom & IT

This type of control room serves to 

continuously monitor the performance of the 

network and to identify and resolve any issue 

to ensure optimal service. A reliable solution 

and "exible installations can connect to 

different technologies and allow multiple 

display con!gurations.

Energy and utilities

In these environments, reliable display 

technologies ensure smooth and continuous 

operation and minimise downtime. Control 

rooms for energy facilities include real-time 

process control for power generation and 

distribution.

INFiLED displays are the best canvas for creating 
inspiring immersive experiences for everyone.

Control the present to anticipate the future



At INFiLED we place technology 
at the service of decision-makers 
with 24/7 reliable and e!cient 
display tools to help minimise 
human errors.

HUMAN CENTRIC SCREENS

Immersive experiences

The special needs of control rooms require 

reliable display solutions that allow controllers 

and commanders to feel comfortable and 

concentrate. Orchestrate your screens to 

create your own immersive control centre.

High visual performance

All INFiLED solutions offer the highest 

performance in the visual reproduction of 

content and an extremely comfortable 

viewing experience, being the ideal medium 

for monitoring operations. 

Manage the details



Flexibility

Easy installation, easy set-up and easy 

operation, all there to improve professional and 

end-user display needs. Technology allows for 

the development of tailor-made display solutions 

that adapt to all kinds of retail spaces.

Sustainability

Aware of the need for sustainable development, 

at INFiLED we work on more energy-ef!cient 

solutions.

Excellent thermal management of all the 

display's electronic components allows faster 

heat dissipation and energy saving, extending its 

service life.



CUSTOMIZED DISPLAY SOLUTIONS

INFiLED screens can be adapted to any control-room needs, 
o"ering maximum reliability and high-performance display 
solutions that ensure continuous fail-safe operation.

If you need it, you can display it

Energy saving

The updated generation of 

the INFiLED series features 

20% lower power 

consumption. Energy saving 

in all-day operating displays, 

extending their life span.

Flexible design

Modular compositions can be 

adapted to the speci!c needs 

and formats of each control 

room.

Visual accuracy

Customised screens with 

excellent visual performance, 

high refresh rate and 

outstanding colour 

expression.



Create the best visual medium to transform information into 
knowledge, improving and strengthening decision-making in 
critical situations.

Long life

Excellent thermal 

management of all electronic 

components dissipates heat 

and extends its service life.

Comfortable & silent

Low heat dissipation and zero 

noise make it ideal for work 

environments and 

concentration.

Easy maintenance

Easy access for maintenance 

and removing and repairing any 

damaged LED module.



PRODUCT RANGE

Outstanding high-accuracy display solutions for a wide 
array of applications in all kinds of control rooms.

Showcase your world in in!nite ways

WP series is INFiLED’s "agship !ne pixel pitch, 

ultra-thin, high-resolution digital LED display. 

The all-in-one design is the perfect solution for any 

installation requiring ultra-high de!nition. 

With a panel ratio of 16:9 and pixel pitch ranging 

from 0.9 mm to 3.1 mm, con!gurations of 2K, 4k, 

and 8K resolution displays can be easily achieved.

 

With an ultra-thin edge thickness of just 29.5 mm, 

lightweight modules, and an intuitive slim-line 

mounting system, the WP series saves space for 

demanding environments.

The WP series features front service modules for 

ef!cient hassle-free maintenance, resulting in 

minimal screen downtime. The innovation service 

tool ensures the panel is protected during 

maintenance.

Ultra-thin with integrated controller and standard 16:9 

aspect ratio. Optional power redundancy.

Indoor applications

Pixel Pitch

Brightness

Cabinet size 
(WxHxD)

0.9, 1.2, 1.5, 1.8, 2.3, 2.5, 3.1mm

600 - 1,500nits

600x337.5x29.5mm,
300x337.5x29.5mm

WP SERIES



The WP Wrap series is a 120° curved LED display 

designed and developed for mission-critical control 

& command centres. Its curved shape offers a wide 

viewing angle and sharp content and supports 

multi-window display. 

Its dynamic control system allows multi-level user 

management for advanced operations and meets 

strict EMC Class B certi!cation requirements. The 

WP Arc series is an ideal solution for command 

centres, monitoring & dispatching centres, and more. 

120° curved LED display.

Indoor applications

WP WRAP

Pixel Pitch

Brightness

Cabinet size 
(WxHxD)

1.2, 1.5, 1.8, 2.3, 2.5, 3.1mm

600 - 1500nits

600x337.5x57.6mm



Screen your dreams

Visit INFILED's EMEA Showroom in Barcelona:
Avinguda Diagonal 361 - Local 2

08037 Barcelona, Spain

For more information, contact:
info.in!led@emea.com
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